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The provisions of these Special Additional Terms and Conditions apply in addition to the General Terms and Conditions of Laterpay for 

Clients as far as the Client wishes to offer digital content using "Laterpay Subscriptions." 

 

§ 1  Specification of Services 

 "Laterpay Subscriptions" is a paid service whereby the 

Client offers to Users access to digital content for 

automatically renewing time periods, subject to payment 

by Users for each time period ("Subscription"). A 

Subscription will continue until the User terminates such 

Subscription, or the Client wishes to discontinue offering 

such Subscription to Users as described further herein.  

 In accordance with the Laterpay Documentation, the Client 

can establish a minimum term for initial time periods for 

Subscriptions, time periods for renewal periods 

("Subscription Period"), and the payment intervals 

("Payment Intervals") by which time the payment for the 

Subscription must be made to renew the Subscription.  

The Client shall notify Laterpay via the API in accordance 

with the Laterpay Documentation. 

 Users can request to purchase a Subscription by clicking 

on and activating a Laterpay link on the Client’s website or 

by choosing a particular Subscription listed in a Laterpay 

dialog ("Laterpay Purchase Dialog").  

 In the Laterpay Purchase Dialog, Laterpay will display to 

the User at least the minimum initial and renewal term time 

periods, as well as the payment amount and cycle 

established by the Client. The Laterpay Purchase Dialog 

will further contain a link to the terms and conditions of 

Subscriptions ("Terms and Conditions of 

Subscriptions").  

 Laterpay will provide the Client free of charge with User-

Merchant Terms and Conditions of Subscriptions, which 

can be used for offering the Client’s Subscription(s) to 

Users ("User-Merchant Terms & Conditions for 

Laterpay Subscriptions"). Laterpay hereby disclaims 

and makes no representations or provides any legal 

advice with respect to such User-Merchant Terms and 

Conditions for Subscriptions. The Client is solely and 

exclusively responsible for obtaining its own legal counsel. 

 For its provided Subscriptions, Client may inform Laterpay 

that it wishes to use such User-Merchant Terms and 

Conditions for Subscription, a modified version of such 

Terms and Conditions for Subscription provided by Client, 

or provide Laterpay with its own terms and conditions for 

its Subscriptions. If Client does not inform Laterpay 

regarding the terms and conditions for its Subscriptions, 

Laterpay will use the User-Merchant Terms and 

Conditions for Subscriptions without modifications as a 

default for the offering of Client’s Subscriptions. 

 Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Client must seek 

Laterpay’s consent before (i) using its own or modified 

Terms and Conditions for Subscriptions or (ii) promising 

services or functions beyond the customary functions and 

services provided by Laterpay in accordance with 

Laterpay’s Documentation. Laterpay, in its sole and 

exclusive discretion, may provide such consent or reject 

the Client’s request in this regard. To the extent that 

Laterpay provides such consent, the Client will then be 

responsible for compliance with the additionally agreed 

upon items and provision of any additional services and 

functions to the User over the User-Merchant Terms and 

Conditions for Subscriptions. Upon Laterpay providing 

such consent, any Users seeking communication with 

Laterpay regarding such terms and conditions will be 

directed to the Client, and Client shall have the 

responsibility to respond to such communication(s). 

 For any use of its own Terms and Conditions for 

Subscriptions, or modified User-Merchant Terms and 

Conditions for Subscriptions, the Client will ensure that the 

terms and conditions that are different or in addition to 

such User-Merchant Terms and Conditions for 

Subscriptions are clearly so denoted and identified. 

 The Client will provide Laterpay with any modified or its 

own Subscription Terms and Conditions in Portable 

Document Format ("PDF"). 

 The User can enter into a Subscription contract by making 

the appropriate selection in the Laterpay Purchase Dialog. 

The contract is made directly between Client and User. 

The Subscription time period starts at the time of such 

selection by the User in the Laterpay Purchase Dialog. 

§ 2  Provider Obligations 

 The Client will coordinate with Laterpay the content of 

Laterpay Purchase Dialog to be presented to Users 

regarding Client’s Subscriptions. 

 The Client is solely and exclusively responsible for 

providing Laterpay, for Laterpay’s review and consent, any 

adjustments or interactive functions (e.g. the query of 

additional data or download of the Client’s terms and 

conditions for Subscriptions) beyond the User-Merchant 

Terms and Conditions for Subscriptions and Laterpay 

Purchase Dialog. Alternatively, the Client may wish to 

propose and enter into a separate agreement with 

Laterpay for Laterpay to develop or create such 

adjustments or interactive functions. 

 The Client represents and warrants that any Terms and 

Conditions of Subscriptions it provides to Laterpay (for 

Laterpay’s consent) comply in all respects with the 

applicable laws and Laterpay administrative framework 

and do not conflict with any portion of the Laterpay 

Documentation and the Client’s provided Subscriptions 

information of minimum initial and renewal Subscription 

time periods and payment cycle. 
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 To the extent that the Client offers additional services to 

Users in its Laterpay-agreed upon Terms and Conditions 

of Subscriptions, the Client is responsible for the provision 

of such services and will be responsible to provide a clear 

and easily recognizable demarcation between such 

services and Laterpay-provided services. In this respect 

Laterpay is allowed to refer Users directly to the Client for 

any Client-provided services. The Client shall defend, 

indemnify and hold Laterpay and its executives, directors, 

employees and affiliates ("Indemnified Parties") 

harmless for any claim brought by a third party against any 

or all of the Indemnified Parties in relation to such Client-

provided services. 

 The Client will use the User’s personally identifiable 

information ("PII") or other personal data which become 

known to the Client exclusively for providing the 

Subscription only and to the extent permitted by applicable 

law and for no other purpose. If the Client wishes to use 

(a) User’s PII or other personal data for other purposes, 

and/or (b) require Users to abide by the Client’s own 

privacy policy in addition to the Laterpay privacy policy for 

Users, the Client shall request Laterpay to, subject to 

Laterpay’s consent, add appropriate checkboxes to the 

associated Laterpay Purchase Dialog.  The Client shall 

have the sole and exclusive responsibility for ensuring that 

any use by it of User’s PII or other personal data for other 

purposes, and/or any request that any User abide by the 

Client’s own privacy policy in addition to the Laterpay 

privacy policy for Users is compliant with all applicable 

state and federal data protection laws and regulations.  

The Client shall defend, indemnify and hold Laterpay and 

its executives, directors, employees harmless for any 

claim brought by a third party against any or all of the 

Indemnified Parties in relation to Client’s use of User’s PII 

or other personal data or the Client’s privacy policy. 

 If the Client manages the Subscriptions Period and has 

reported it to Laterpay according to §1(2), the Client can 

send an inquiry request to Laterpay regarding the end of 

the Subscription by using the API (a "Validity Request"). 

Laterpay will respond to the Validity Request via the API 

positively only when the Validity Request has been made 

within the Subscription Period.  

 At the end of or any time outside of the Subscription 

Period, the Client is hereby reminded to block access by 

the User to the Client’s digital content. 

§ 3  Communication with Clients 

 The Client hereby agrees that Laterpay is responsible for 

notifying Users regarding significant circumstances 

concerning the conclusion and processing of the 

Subscription including, for example, when a Subscription: 

• has been concluded successfully; 

• will soon be extended automatically; 

• has been extended automatically; 

• has been terminated successfully by the User or 

the Client; 

• could not be extended because of problems with 

payment. The notification in such instance shall 

enable User to select a link and enable the User 

the Subscription once again with updated 

payment information at the then applicable 

Subscription rates.  

Laterpay may provide Users with the opportunity to control 

the type and amount of such notifications. 

 Laterpay will not send any advertisements for or on behalf 

of the Client pursuant to this Agreement. The Client is 

solely and exclusively responsible for sending any 

advertisements, subject to applicable law. 

§ 4  Collection of User Fees 

 A User who wants to order a Client-offered Subscription 

using Laterpay Subscriptions must register with Laterpay. 

The User must allow the Payment Service Provider to 

process payment on behalf of Laterpay to collect the fee 

for the Laterpay Subscriptions. 

 At the initiation and for renewal payments for a 

Subscription by a User, Laterpay will inform the Payment 

Service Provider of the necessary payment date to 

process such payment. The Payment Service Provider will 

then collect the fee and conduct the payment to the Client 

in accordance with the General Terms and Conditions of 

Laterpay for Clients. 

 Fees for Subscriptions are billed separately from other 

fees payable by the User for services offered by Laterpay. 

 Upon initiation of a Client Subscription by a User, the fee 

charged to such User for access to digital content during 

the initial Subscription term will be used by Laterpay for 

the whole Subscription relationship including all renewal 

term periods. This does not affect the Client’s opportunity 

to adjust fees for future Subscriptions of other Users. If 

there is a clause regarding the change of fees in the 

Client’s own Terms and Conditions for Subscriptions, such 

fee term is made at the Client’s own risk, and shall abide 

by any and all limitations in functionality of the Laterpay 

Service as set forth in the Laterpay Documentation.  Any 

fee change by the Client must be communicated to 

Laterpay in a timely manner. 

 The Client shall inform Laterpay promptly of any end of 

Subscription for Users so that Laterpay is able to 

coordinate the collection of fees accordingly. The Client 

shall defend, indemnify and hold Laterpay and its 

executives, directors, employees and affiliates harmless 

for any claim brought by a third party against the 

Indemnified Parties in relation to any false or delayed 

notification of Laterpay. 
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 Laterpay undertakes, on the behalf of the Client, the 

electronic invoicing of Users for Client‘s Subscriptions for 

which payment is to be collected and processed by 

Laterpay. 

§ 5  Term 

 Except when otherwise stipulated, the initial term of this 

Agreement is one (1) year, which automatically renews for 

additional one-year terms, until such time as the User or 

Laterpay terminates the Subscription Service with at least 

three (3) months advance notice.  

 A termination of the Laterpay Subscriptions by the Client 

does not affect existing Subscriptions with Users which 

Laterpay is providing for the Client as of the effective date 

of such termination. Such existing Subscriptions with 

Users shall continue until the expiration dates of the terms 

then in effect for respective Users. The applicable Terms 

and Conditions for active (i.e., non-terminated) 

Subscriptions shall continue to apply.  

 A User may terminate an active Subscription from the 

Client at any time by providing notification to the Client 

including, for example, by selecting the appropriate 

checkbox in the Laterpay Purchase Dialog.  Upon such 

notification by a User, the term of the User’s Subscription 

will not be renewed, but access to the Subscription digital 

content will be provided to such User until the end of time 

period of the Subscription term then in effect. 

 To the extent that the Laterpay Documentation enables a 

Client to terminate an active Subscription with a User, the 

Client may only terminate an active Subscription in 

accordance with the Laterpay Documentation. The Client 

may cease to offer a particular Subscription offering to all 

Users by providing notice to Laterpay.  Upon the Client 

providing such notice of ceasing to offer a particular 

Subscription offering, the Client shall still be responsible 

for providing access to the corresponding Subscription 

digital content by Users with active Subscriptions, and 

such active Subscriptions shall not be renewable upon the 

expiration of their respective terms. 

§ 6  Fee 

 The Client shall pay the subscription payments set forth in 

the Pricing Appendix to the General Terms and Conditions 

of Laterpay for Clients for the use of Laterpay 

Subscriptions. 

 The billing and distribution of the fees paid by the Users to 

the Client are made in accordance with the provisions of 

the General Terms and Conditions of Laterpay for Clients. 

 To the extent that the Client may wish to change the fees 

charged for a particular Subscription offering, it may do so 

for new Users, i.e., Users without active Subscriptions for 

such Subscription offering.  The Client agrees that the fees 

paid for renewing Subscriptions by existing User shall not 

be modified in perpetuity or until such time as the Client 

ceases such Subscription offering to Users in accordance 

with §2(4) herein. 
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